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SPOTLIGHT: Dr Ally Daubney & Duncan Mackrill

Following the instigation of a research project involving over 700 secondary schools in England 
into music curriculum provision over the period 2012-2016/17, Education Teaching Fellow, 

Dr Ally Daubney, and Senior Lecturer, Duncan Mackrill, have now analysed their findings. The 
research involved exploring changes to curriculum time and models, uptake at Key Stages 

4 and 5, staffing levels, the impact of the EBacc, and the introduction of the new performance 
measures in schools (such as Progress 8). Significant changes were identified in the provision of 

music in secondary schools which Ally and Duncan have communicated to various music and arts 
education organisations, Parliamentary select committees and Government ministers. 

Initial findings were announced last autumn via a webinar for the Incorporated Society of 
Musicians (ISM) and a presentation to the Music Mark conference (the two associations for Music 

Education), followed more recently by a paper at the recent Research In Music Education 
(RIME) conference in April.

A reduction in the number of students taking GCSE Music and BTEC Level 2 was evidenced, along 
with a lack of opportunity for all students to take Music in 18 per cent of schools. An increasing 

number of schools have Music only as an optional subject, or it is delivered as part of a carousel 
of Arts subjects in Key Stage 3. The two most common reasons for the negative change was the 

EBacc (57.3 per cent) and changes in available options (25.1 per cent). There is also 
evidence that, due to drops in staffing levels, an increasing number of departments have only 

one full-time member of staff.  

In summary, the data demonstrates the precarious position of Music education within and beyond 
the curriculum in an increasing number of state schools in England.

The research received significant media attention and was covered by BBC Education, 
The Telegraph, the Times Educational Supplement, Classical Music magazine, The Cultural 

Learning Alliance, Arts Professional, Music Teacher magazine, the Huffington Post and Private Eye.



MEMBERS’ NEWS AND MOVES

PUBLICATIONS / PRESENTATIONS

Publications
• Harold, G. T., Hampden-Thompson, G., Rodic, M., Sellers, R. (2017). An evaluation of the AdOPt  

parenting programme. Department for Education (DfE), DFE-RR541, ISBN: 978-1-78105-597-7. 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/adopt-parenting-programme-evaluation

•	 Hudson, B. (Ed.) (2017) Overcoming Fragmentation in Teacher Education Policy and Practice,  
Cambridge Education Research Series, Cambridge University Press.

•	 Sutherland, J., Westbrook, J., Oakhill, J., Sullivan, S. (2017) ‘An immersive, faster read: increasing  
adolescent, poor readers’ comprehension of text, using an innovative, whole-text reading model’,  
Journal of Research in Reading (Under Review)

•	 Webb, R. (2017): ‘‘Being Yourself’: everyday ways of doing and being gender in a ‘Rights-Respecting’ 
primary school’, Gender and Education CGEE (Pending)

• Mayes. E., Bakhshi, S., Wasner, V., Cook-Sather, A., Mohammad, M., Bishop, D.C., Groundwater-Smith, 
S., Prior, M., Nelson, E., McGregor, J., Carson, K., Webb, R., Flashman, L., McLaughlin, C., Cowley, E. 
(2017): ‘What can a conception of power do? Theories and images of power in student voice work’,  
International Journal of Student Voice (Pending)

•	 Westbrook, J., Sutherland, J., Oakhill, J. and Sullivan, S. (2017) ‘‘Just reading’: The impact of a faster 
pace of reading narratives on the comprehension of poorer adolescent readers in English classrooms’, 
Literacy (Under Review)

•	 Webb, R. (pending): ‘‘Being Yourself’: everyday ways of doing and being gender in a ‘Rights-Respecting’ 
primary school’, Gender and Education CGEE

• Mayes. E., Bakhshi, S., Wasner, V., Cook-Sather, A., Mohammad, M., Bishop, D.C., Groundwater-Smith, 
S., Prior, M., Nelson, E., McGregor, J., Carson, K., Webb, R., Flashman, L., McLaughlin, C., Cowley, E. 
(2017): ‘What can a conception of power do? Theories and images of power in student voice work’. 
International Journal of Student Voice.

Invitations to present
•	 Hinton Smith, T. and Gazeley, L.: Ran a session as part of the University’s annual Teaching and  

Learning conference (6 April) on ‘Creating a human-scale university in the context of massification and  
diversification.’

•	 Hudson, B: Invited speaker and panel member, 2nd Global Teacher Education Knowledge  
Mobilisation Summit: supporting UNESCO’s Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 4, Thursday 4 May 
2017, National Liberal Club, Whitehall Place, London SW1A 2HE UK. Followed by reception at The 
House of Lords hosted by Lord Jim Knight (previously Minister for Schools, Patron of ITTE, the  
Association for IT in Teacher Education).

•	 Hudson, B., Loquet, M., Meyer, M., Wegner, A. and Gerin, M. (2017): Comparative Perspectives on Joint 
Action in Didactics: High Epistemic Quality for Equitable Access to High Quality Learning and Education 
in School, Round Table, European Conference on Educational Research (ECER 2017),  
University College UCC, Copenhagen, 22-25 August 2017.

•	 Hudson, B: Invited seminar for the Subject Specialism Research Group (SSRG), Institute of Education,  
University College London (Autumn 2017).

•	 Williams, James: Education Question Time, 14 March, Brighton - with Sally Hunt (UCU),  
Kevin Courtney (NUT) and Sue Cowley (author).



SPOTLIGHT: Research Into Practice Group

On 24 April, the School of Education and Social Work’s ‘Research Into Practice’ group presented 
an ‘Open Research Seminar’ hosted by CTLR entitled Working the Gap: Innovative explorations of 

challenging the binary of teaching and research at which they provided a ‘taster’ of their 
journey over the last 18 months. Discussing their fears and apprehensions of finding time for new 
ways of thinking by exposing and exploring tensions within the binary of teaching and researching, 

some members also spoke explicitly about specific research they were developing.

The 11-member Research Into Practice group was instigated by conversations at a Department of 
Education ‘awayday’ in February 2016 about Teaching Fellows’ practical difficulties and 

frustrations with making best use of their limited ‘scholarship’ time for developing their writing 
and research. The group has met regularly since – usually once a month – to focus on academic 

reading, writing and research with the aim of developing research to support and ‘make a 
difference’ to schools.

A second theme of the seminar concerned emerging collective and individual research ‘stories’. 
Group member, Joan Williams, discussed her research on science teaching and the confidence 
levels and aptitudes of teachers in the delivery of primary science in a way that might excite and 

animate young children. She way joined by Karen Gladwin who explored the idea of 
becoming ‘stuck’ and then ’unstuck’ in the framing of her research which had progressed 

significantly since acknowledging and addressing her procrastination with the support of the 
group, her mentor and her dyslexia coach. Deborah Brown explained how she researched through 

the encouragement and feedback of one of her own students who led her to see the close 
alliance always between what we do as teachers and as researchers.

With the end of the academic year approaching for the group, a final meeting will be held on 6 
June which will be an opportunity for members to share ideas on how they would like the group to 
develop in the next academic year when new members will be encouraged to join who would like 
support balancing teaching and research roles. If you would like to learn more about the group, 
contact Rebecca Webb [r.c.webb@sussex.ac.uk] or Sindi Gordon [sindi.gordon@sussex.ac.uk].

Research Into Practice group members:
Dr Rebecca Webb / Mrs Jacqueline Young / Miss Karen Gladwin / Miss Liz Cousins

Mrs Deborah Brown / Mrs Joan Williams / Dr Sindi Gordon



RECENTLY COMPLETED RESEARCH

Jo Tregenza:

Senior Teaching Fellow and Director of Initial Teacher Education, Jo Tregenza, has recently completed a 
two year project with schools in Hastings to develop teaching materials for grammar which will be officially 
launched at a conference in September.
Starting in October 2015, Jo and colleagues Simone Jackson from Chantry Primary, Damon Willer from 
Aurora Academies and Sue Williams from Little Common Primary were commissioned by the Hastings group 
of schools to support the progress of pupils in the locality. Professor Myhill provided subject knowledge  
training for first year teachers. Jo worked with second year teachers to produce exemplary resources which 
demonstrate how to use books to develop grammar subject knowledge in a meaningful context. During the 
current term, student teachers will be developing further materials which will also be disseminated in  
September.

Over a three year period, Jo has been involved in developing a progress and assessment tool to help teachers 
understand how children with severe needs might improve their reading skills. Significant impact has been 
reported in the schools in Portsmouth who commissioned the project and one of the teachers identified by Jo 
as a key lead has now been appointed Head of one of the schools. 

Dr Rebecca Webb:

Thanks to the development of relationships between the Department of Education and local nurseries over 
the past two years since the inception of the Early Years Education MA course, Rebecca is delighted to have 
had the opportunity to work closely in partnership with one local nursery and day-care centre for children 2-5 
years of age in a knowledge-exchange initiative and opportunity to scope for future research. 

Rebecca has been working closely with four nursery practitioners to shape and hone collaborative and 
participatory methodological approaches for undertaking empirical research. Rebecca and her colleagues are 
looking forward to sharing their work with nursery colleagues at a staff INSET day in June 2017 after which 
they will ask nursery and day-care staff to help them formulate the research question, based on the work they 
have done this year, to guide them in their participatory research together.

Dr Tamsin Hinton-Smith & Dr Louise Gazeley:

Tamsin and Louise recently completed the report ‘Evaluation of the pilot phase of the HE Champions’ 
Coaching Programme for Looked After Children’ for Aimhigher London South. A subsequent article, 
‘Transition from care to college’ was published in Children and Young People Now in March based on the 
research: http://www.cypnow.co.uk/cyp/analysis/2003324/transition-from-care-to-college

Along with colleague Dr Jacqui Shepherd, Tamsin and Louise also recently completed the final report for the 
Sussex Learning Network-funded project ‘Overcoming the barriers to working-class students’ participation in 
higher education’. 



UPCOMING

•	 CTLR Open Research Seminar 
13 June 2017 / 4.30-6pm 
Room 104, Fulton Building, University of Sussex 
Professor Brian Hudson, Professor of Education, former Head of the School of Education and Social 
Work, University of Sussex and board member of the Teacher Education Policy in Europe network  
presents: 
Overcoming Fragmentation in Teacher Education Policy and Practice 
Professor Hudson follows the logic of the teacher education continuum from initial teacher education 
through to continuing professional learning. He reflects on the local to the global, considering key  
contemporary developments at the national level, as well as the European and international levels.  
He will also look at the implications of UNESCO’s post-2015 ‘Education for All’ agenda. 
In placing the theme of his new book into a broader international frame, Professor Hudson raises 
questions about the impact of neoliberalism. Given that the process of editing his book was impacted 
by ‘Brexit’, Professor Hudson is also keen to discuss related issues for the field. 

•	 6th Annual Teacher Researcher Conference 
17 June 2017 / 9am-2pm 
Fulton Building, University of Sussex 
The 6th Annual Teacher Researcher conference is free and open to all teachers, educational r 
esearchers and other professionals interested in research in schools. It showcases the fascinating 
research, conducted in local schools, sixth-form colleges and other educational contexts, of our MA 
dissertation teacher/researchers. There will be four or five themed rooms enabling the exploration of 
implications for practice across a range of areas linked to teaching, learning, assessment, inclusion, 
equality and social justice in education.  
More conference details, including how to reister, will be posted on the CTLR website nearer the time. 
Places will limited so we advise early sign-up.

PAST

Making Meaning Reading Group 
Facilitated by Dr Rebecca Webb, the May Making Meaning reading group discussed Jacques Ranciere’s 
Lesson on the Lesson  by Samuel A.Chambers. The article examines the significance of Jacques 
Ranciere’s work on pedagogy, and argues that to make sense of Ranciere’s ‘lesson on the lesson’ one 
must do more but also less than merely explicate Ranciere’s texts. Ranciere wants to ‘teach’ his readers 
something absolutely crucial about teaching. In making this claim the article emphasizes the extent to 
which Rancie`re advocates an utterly radical pedagogy, one that completely reconceives all the central 
elements of ‘schooling’, including teacher, student, intelligence and knowledge.

EVENTS



CTLR Open Research Seminar
On 6 March, Dr Keith Perera, Assistant Headteacher at St Paul’s Catholic Secondary Scool, West Sus-
sex and Director, Inspire Teaching School Alliance, presented an Open Research Seminar for CTLR on 
Poliliteracies: Teaching Immigration in the Social Media Age. He explored the murky and complex work of 
classroom practices in which perceived political correctness, notions of national identity, and the role of 
the teacher vie with young people’s use of social media, familial influence and media learning to explore 
how attitudes are formed, articulated and questioned.
Keith’s presentation offered a unique insight into the discussion as he weaved together his research, 
practice and personal experience. His thought-provoking and insightful ideas created a critical space for 
open and honest feedback and questions from audience participants. 

__________________________________________

Joint event with Jubilee Library
CTLR and Brighton’s Jubilee Library worked in tandem once again on 4 February to share recent research 
with parents and build bridges between researchers and local communities. Dr Sue Lyle, literacy and early 
year’s specialist, presented an interactive seminar to children, parents and the general public. Entitled Sto-
rytelling and the Young Child the open seminar attracted more than 100 people. Sue addressed a range 
of questions from the sort of stories we should be telling our children to how we can ensure our children 
develop a strong understanding of the narrative genre which will best prepare them for a life of literacy 
and joy in story and literature. 
Nancy Savage, Libraries’ Early Years & Bookstart Coordinator at Brighton & Hove City Council, said of the 
event: “Sue managed to keep both young children and their parents and carers completely in her thrall for 
an impressive amount of time! It was a pleasure to work with Sussex University and we’re looking forward 
to further partnership opportunities.”

__________________________________________

‘Immersive Read’ project
Senior Lecturers, Dr Julia Sutherland and Dr Jo Westbrook have continued to engage English teachers and 
literacy experts with the findings of their ‘Immersive Read’ project on reading comprehension, conducted 
with Professor Jane Oakhill (Psychology). 

On 7 March, Julia led a CPD session for teachers at the English and Media Centre, London, exploring the 
model of reading endorsed by the team’s RDF-funded research, which was live-streamed on Facebook and 
enthusiastically received by those who engaged via Twitter.



SPOTLIGHT: Teaching Awards

CTLR is immensely proud of its 10 members who were recent winners of student-
led teaching awards. All nominations come from students, and the decision panels 

comprised Student Reps and the Students’ Union Education Officers. 

In the category ‘Outstanding Support for the Learning Experience of Students’, 
CTLR winners included:

• Mrs Julie Bailey: Course Corodinator supporting the Early Years Education MA
• Mrs Deborah Brown: Teaching Fellow in Primary and Early Years Education

• Mr Richard McFahn: Teaching Fellow in Secondary History PGCE
• Dr Jacqui Shepherd: Lecturer and Course Leader for the Childhood and Youth BA

• Mrs Jacqueline Young: Teaching Fellow in Early Years
• Dr Rebecca Webb: Course Leader for the Early Years Education MA

• Ms Meryl Williams: Associate Tutor teaching on the Early Years Education MA

In the category ‘Outstanding or Innovative Postgraduate Teaching’,
CTLR winners included:

• Miss Liz Cousins: Associate Tutor teaching on the Primary PGCE
• Dr Nigel Marshall: Course Leader for the Education MA (full-time)
• Dr Simon Thompson: Former Director of Initial Teacher Education  

and current Head of the Department of Education

Early Years Conference
Hosted by the Early Years Education MA, this year’s Early Years Conference took place at the University of 
Sussex on 3 February with the overarching theme Stories from the Nursery: How our new understanding of 
children can inform our practice. 
Dr. Sue Lyle was the keynote speaker who presented in the morning and afternoon on play, storytelling and 
philosophy and linking them to good practice. An innovation this year was the celebration of and learning 
from empirical research developed by Early Years Education MA students, 10 of whom delivered  
workshops.  
The conference welcomed over a hundred guests, including students, mentors, local teachers, teaching 
assistants, nursery practitioners, visiting academics and Local Authority advisors.  
Feedback from the conference was overwhelmingly positive.
Organiser, Dr Rebecca Webb, Course Leader for the Early Years Education MA, thanks current students 
and her course team for their support, and the Book Nook from Hove for their supply of creative and 
imaginative books.



L O C AT I O N

The Centre for Teaching and Learning 
research is located within the
Department of Education in Essex 
House on the University of Sussex cam-
pus. The University is situated on a mod-
ern campus on the edge of the South 
Downs National Park near the lively sea-
side city of Brighton. London is one hour 
away by train, and there is easy access 
to Gatwick and Heathrow airports.

Centre for Teaching and Learning
Research (CTLR)
Department of Education
School of Education and Social Work
Essex House
University of Sussex
Falmer, Brighton
BN1 9QQ

For further information about CTLR, visit:
www.sussex.ac.uk/education/ctlr

CTLR DIRECTOR
Professor Gillian Hampden-Thompson:
g.hampden-thompson@sussex.ac.uk

CTLR RESEARCH FELLOW
Dr Sindi Gordon
sindi.gordon@sussex.ac.uk

CTLR ON TWITTER
@SussexCTLR


